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Kahmn -there was a possibility, and it was 

disconfigured. 

God -the possibility was hardly emphasized. 

The defendants: Kill and Enginer 

Enginer -Kill, my love, what do you want 

to happen? 

Kill -I don’t know, what do you want to 

happen? I wanted the law to be 

forbidden, and you? 

Enginer -I’d like it to be approved 
Kill -approved on what..? 
Enginer -the proof that the law has a 

flavor 

 

 

Kill -a flavor of what? 

Enginer -of the taste of who did it… it’s … he’s tasty, 

that’s why the law it’s tasty..[!]. 
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66 -this Court wants to disapprove the law, as if the law didn’t have any flavor. The hour when the 

knowing diverges of the feeling, an unnatural phenomenon.  

66 –Without further ado, it’s to forbid the desires. 

66 –Knowing the intentions of you gentlemen, I’m 
going to remove me and sit aside that young lady 
over there, that agrees with me… . 
Kahmn –it’s not a court, why you said it’s a court? It’s a clown.. 
66 –yes, I am, it’s a black box. But it’s not 
exactly configured.  
66 –Things may still be seen, before this 

closes completely. 

 

Kahmn -it would be reasonable to 

suppose, if you sir took seriously your 

words. 
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66 -yeah, I don’t, that’s why my 

presence here is made necessary. 

Kahmn -it doesn’t make a thing, 

you’re there because you want, 

sir(!). 

66 –it’s not exactly like this. 

Kahmn -exactly, exactly.. what does this guy wants? You think I 

look like a clown? 

66 –no, you sir want to have fun at my costs.  

 

66 –Kill, shouldn’t you be sited here..? 

 

 

 

 

Kill –yes… but I preferred to sit here by her side. 
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66 –would this be the one in the flesh..? 

 

66 –hi, Kill, you don’t have to pretend you like me… 
Kill –66, you’re an idiot, I like you. 

 

Kill –would you like to sit here? 
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66 –you’re not a man, don’t try to disconfigure yourself. 

 

66 –I like this combination, desire, essence and 

body… 

66 –The satisfaction is a resolution of the will, 

just as to give is a resolution of the pleasure. 

You’re not a user of your body. Tell me, what are 

you thinking… 

Enginer –yeh, I’m thinking about sex… 
66 –yes, sex’s what we’re talking about. The sex is 
all that the human thinks the entire time. Am I right, 
Kill? 
Kill –I don’t know what you’re talking about… 
66 –but you’re talking.. and you, Enginer..[?] I loved 
your depilation.. 
Enginer –oh, was it so..? 
66 –do you wear bra? What are you looking at, Kill? 
Kill –she wears no bra, if that’s what you want to 
know… 
66 –are you wearing panties..? 
Enginer –no.. 
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66 –and bra..? 
Enginer –no, also…I don’t wear 
anything.. 
Kill –you don’t have to be so rude..it 
seems that you’re always checking on 
things 
66 –yes, I am..this is made necessary 
for erasing the registers..tracking 
cookies, spyware, bad installed 
programs. Are things like this that 
makes this kind of thing happen.. 
Enginer –you are right 

66 –don’t tell me that I’m right, I hate 
this…  

Enginer –all you say makes sense for 
me. 
66 –you don’t know why you’re here.. 
Enginer –I’m not sure 
66 –good. You’re great, you did 
nothing. Is nothing nature can do. 
You’re not a woman. 
66 –… tell me, then, what’s your idea? .. 
I knew this would happen..[!]. 
Enginer -yup, oh yeah, just as you said 
to me.. 
66 –but they don’t see what I see… I see 
you… 
Enginer –and I see you… [!] heheheh! 

 

66 –there was a possibility and it was 
disconfigured, it was I who disconfigured 
it, I didn’t say that, though. 
Kill –I don’t have nothing against you. 
66 –neither do I but suddenly, we may 
think that we have, and the reason is 
here by my side, and of yours also. And 
the other two there in the front..? they’re 
crazy to hear what we’re talking about, 
they understand that this conversation is 
dangerous, it may hurt their interest.. 
and then, the site may be removed off 
the air. It already happened before, you 
know how it works. 
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God –I can hear you from here… 

66 –sorry, I’ll speak lowly ..come closer… Kill, you may also hear, it’s nothing that you don’t now as well. 

Kahmn –there was a possibility that it wasn’t followed .. 
 
66 –yeah, but this fact cannot antepose to the existence of the law, I suppose… 
Kahmn – I say that the law is a possibility… 
66 –this is not a law, imbecile! 
Kahmn – why are you guys sited in the backs of the room..? 
66 –I feel better here 
Kahmn –but this is not your position 
66 –is it you who positions things? 
Kahmn –the geometry of the 
space is usual of the mind, we’re 
in a box and this is its functioning. 
66 –it’s usual but it’s not 
harmonic, and it closures the 
feelings. Want to be near hurts 
the procedures? Enginer, do you 
feel bothered with my presence? 
Enginer –no… 
Kahmn –you may influence her. 
66 –no one here can influence 
Enginer, not even you. Am I right, 
Kill? 
Kill –you are. 
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   Kahmn –if it’s not a law, so what is it? 

66 –a natural condition 
Kahmn –and what is a natural condition? 
66 –I don’t know, you find out, you think you’re so 
clever, you think that you know but you don’t. 
Kahmn –this here is not a competition! This is an 
interdimension, we’re not here exactly… the 
difficulty on turning the things plain.. the 
essentialities would easily scape the box, and we’d 
lose the reading of the feelings, as easily as if we try 
to treat them in a linear way. It was not seeked to 
isolate the nature, if it’s what you’re thinking. 
Kahmn -if so it was, we wouldn’t be in a box. 
66 –don’t fuck with me. You know that this is not 
necessary for us, in the same way as this 

conversation should not be happening. I’m not 
feeling the slightest pleasure and will of being 
here. And do you know what this means? The 
desires are not present. 
Kahmn –so great, let’s all go the garden and 
drink some coffee, and pretend this never 
happened.  
66 –you want me to sit on a chair, you want me 
to act and think..  
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Kahmn – I understand your feelings. 
 

 
66 –oh, do you..? I know your deepest feelings, which 
runs all the ways, until it arrives in your mouth. That’s 
the problem, the desires can’t hide from me, because 
I’m born together with them, horrible that(!), for this, I 
know the face of everyone, the face of God as well. 
Kahmn –very well, 

what do you want 

me to do? We’re under a rational limit, under the strict window of 

the judgement. The law demands a treatment in the window of 

the judgement, this is not a black box. But such thing was made 

necessary for in another way, Enginer wouldn’t perceive what’s 

happening, when the essentialities are passing… . 

66 –do you agree with this, 

Enginer? 

Enginer –yes… 

 

 

66 – you don’t need this, they do. 
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66 –don’t do anything, finish this up and let’s do just like them, let’s pretend this never happened. 

 Kahmn -what’s this, one more joke?! 

66 –I’m not kidding, I movement myself this way. The point is: everybody has desires: and if they didn’t 

do it is because they feel obliged to not do it. The session is closed. 

66 –love is not a lapse, an adultery situation. The repentance is for separated things. Are you seeing 
something separated here? Did Enginer produced any separation? Was she separated while we were 
walking in the park?  
Kahmn –You’re very funny(!). If you don’t 
want to talk, go ahead. I’m trying to 
understand.. I’d like we all to be together.. 
the law 66 created some kinds of 
disconfigurations… 
66 –maybe I’ll go in your head and cause 
some kinds of disconfigurations too, what 
you mean?                                                                                                                     
Kahmn –impossibilities  
66 –impossibilities? I don’t want to 
discuss about possibilities, do you 
understand me..? 
Kahmn –yes, but’s necessary. 
66 –for what? I’ll go to the nature, and I’ll 
come back when virtue uncovers itself by 
itself. 
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Kahmn –good, let’s try to continue without sir 66. I say that the possibility was stressed to the extreme. 
How’s that? To the point of being obliged to not fulfill it. To not fulfill the law is an obligation? I say that 
the law is an obligation: accept it is to accept a possibility. Then, to not fulfill it… it would constitute into 
a penalty. The obligation is a word that self-punishes itself, it doesn’t need complements.. . But I 
disagree in the possibility. And agree on its extremity, but of an angle opposed to mine. I mean, we see 
the matter from different angles, if we analyze it uniformly, we may reach an unique result: the one of 
the existence of obligation. The question is that the word obligation is not linear: it hits two different 
dimensions. You could say that which composes the mind: it’s not like that, because we’re judging an 
interdimension. For this, rationality may have its long geometric effects inside a quadrilateral, 
symmetrically dispersed forming angles on the reason. I think that this human form of thinking is the 
guilty of everything we’re discussing, inexistences. The law is something unidimensional: but the 

obligatoriety is something multidimensional. I think 
that I already said this many times, but I also want to 
stress this on the extreme, because it’s on the 
extremity that the magic happens. Well, the problem 
is that the law was addressed to the woman. 
God –to the man as well. the man is obliged to agree 

with the law. 

 

Kahmn –it’s your angle, the whys of your 
discordance doesn’t constitutes into an 
obligation as well. 
God –indeed, but’s implicit, this would be 
arguing that the love possesses disagreements. 
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Kahmn –a good question, but’s not what’s being 
discussed exactly, the tonic are the desires.. it 
should be primarily of the woman: but there’s a 
preexistence of possession over her. 
God –and on what does it interferes on her 
judgement? 
Kahmn –it’s a concordance of sir 66, if someone 

has a desire and don’t exercise it, it’s a liar. 

God –are you a liar? 

Kahmn -if I have a desire and I lie to myself that I 

don’t have it, I am. 
God -and how can you know that’s your will to 
exercise it? 
Kahmn -I know 
God –and how can you know, you don’t know, no 

one knows. 

 

Kill –excuse me, the word.. 

Kahmn -yes, say it, Kill…  

 

Kill – I also don’t know…do you, Enginer?  
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Kill –You’re who most knows, it seems, about 

sir 66… 

Enginer –what happens is that, if we analyze the 

question by the desires and the wills, we’ll be again in 

duality, and, due to existence of a duality, there will 

be an obligatoriety 

God –and what would that obligatoriety be, then? 
Enginer –the one which you sir proposed, of not 
fulfilling it. 
God –not fulfil exactly what? 

Enginer –not desire. I think that the law is a 
devolution of naturalness, in the context of what 
is a natural woman, but not in the concept of 
existence, but its multidimensionality. In my 
understanding, the desire should reach all the 
dimensions.  

 
Kahmn –does it mean unlimited?  
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Enginer –limit is a conception of space, positions between the others. I was talking about fluxes, 
passages, I don’t think I’ll be alone with the will or the pleasure, as you call the body, the sex, because I’d 

be in a unitarist relation: 
Enginer –and to isolate the desires would 
provoke an interruption in the fluxes, and 
this, inevitable would disconfigure the 
pleasure and the will, it would leave the body 
a hostage of the judgement, and 
consequently, it would misunderstand its 
own fluidity as natural essence as well. 

    God –would this be a concept of freedom? 
Enginer –freedom is a concept to whom feels arrested, 
jailed inside a box, or a vase, and, in this sense, it would 
be a separation, the extreme of an individuality: What 
is called desire is something specific of unity, something 
that only occurs inside a square. 

   Enginer –I’m not alone. 

 
 
God – you don’t have desires..? 

Enginer –exactly, no.. . 
 
God –there seems to have a problem on the 
typification of the desires, what a pity… .  
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God –Am I correct, Kahmn, in what I said? Yes, I know what torments you, and it’s what torments me as 
well, in certain way, it torments to all, but is something that does not depends of an understanding. 
Kahmn –the 66 tried to explain me once about the birth of the desire, and I remind he had made a human 
sculpture about it, it was the image of two breasts cut by a womb. It’s a strong image, the viscera are for 
the outside, and the understanding is that that was dragged off the woman and they divided her breast 
in two. The image is incompatible with the desires, on the sense that the two breasts are, the one of 
mother – one to the son – and the other to the man: this is a transposition about the nature’s 
essentialities. The desires cannot be understood under this duality because this doesn’t closures the 
essentiality of the woman and her natural relation, to understand her this way is to contextualize her in 
an unidimensionality too, in way that the feeling that involves the birth of the desire would be something 
of greatest importance for nature and, mainly, for woman’s nature. Being the will a risk, the essentiality 
of something. 
God –and what do you mean with this, Kahmn? 
Kahmn – I think that the law is about the body, once the desires, in this sense, wouldn’t constitute into a 
possibility, and the law can only exist in function of a possibility. We don’t give relevance for its fulfillment, 
but that do not imp it. It’s a pity not having sir 66 here on this moment to explain things better. He speaks 
about a reactivity, he says that the reason as a magic powder that it throws in the air to beauty up the 
environment, leave the body prettier: but, at the same time, perceives the body evaporate when it does 

this, watches its desires being 
consumed in the fire of mind where 
no sin transits. His placement is quite 
simple: if there were no desires, 
there wouldn’t be sin, shoot the first 
stone who never desired. He argues 
that everyone is a defendant before 
him. Well, in a certain way I’m right 
in the sense that we don’t have how 
to regulate the desires, nor the 
woman’s, nor ours.  
Kahmn –Enginer, do you know what 

are your desires already? 
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Enginer -my total concordance 

with sir 66, is to go ‘till the 

bones. 

God -yeah, I liked..! 

Kahmn –Enginer, does the bones have root? 
Enginer -yes it has… 
Kahmn –and where is it..? 
Enginer –it’s not… 
Kahmn –that which’s left is a result, it’s a result which constitutes 
into an obligatoriety. Would you be obliged to go until the bones for 
a disconfiguration of possibility?  
Enginer – I think so in certain way, yes, in the sense that it was 
stablished a result: until the body, until the physic.  
Kahmn –and this influenced you somehow? But you know, the body, 

physics, are conceptions, conceptions those which involves the understanding of spirit, both are bodies. 
In the same way, they’re in different dimensions. And in this sense, until the bones be understood as the 
reach, at the same time as the target, what you called result. But indeed it’s not a result, but a passage: 
on passing by the body, it would produce results. And not passing by the body would be invalidate a 
possibility, ate the same time that pass by the body would also constitute into an obligatoriety, it’s the 
essence of the law, it’s the sentence of the woman: her body doesn’t belong to her, the woman, alone 
wouldn’t have capacity of dealing with her own desires, at the same time that’s argued that the desires 
indeed were never yours, but of the man: And in this sense, the desires were originally understood as sex,  
an homograph and strange word to the natural. You know what I’m talking. 
Enginer -yes  
Kahmn –in which sense?     
Enginer -in the sense that while the desire doesn’t exhaust its forces, I’d be sentenced. 
Kahmn -and this would be the imposed result. However, you don’t disagree of this result? 
Enginer -yeah, I think that by little I went entering into an accordance with this result… 
Kahmn –but you distrust that it is not natural 
Enginer –I think it was natural, but… at the same time, I think that I didn’t had them. 
Kahmn –but now you want them.. 
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66 -I forgot something inside this bedroom 

Kahmn -you sir are interrupting.. . 

66 – I already apologized. You don’t mind, it 

doesn’t makes the slightest difference.  

66 –don’t answer any questions. 

 

66 –this animal was not made to answer questions.  

 

66 –But we have two questions for you. 
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66 – I’m gonna tell a story, a story of two 

animals… well, about the animals, South Africa, 

the monkey was originally made to eat vegetables, 

and had too much bananas. But the banana’s over 

and the Monkeydemia experiments a great 

situation where there’s no food. And something 

interesting, for the first time in nature a specie 

that that eats its own specie, a kind of hungry, an 

animal become a man. You don't know that if you 

are blocking your desires you are eating yourself, 

you are becoming a man? use your passages, and 

you destroy yourself. 

D –you don't have conscience  

66 –conscience is for liars. I don't want to talk 

anymore .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

66 –I love you. 

Enginer –I love you 

too. 
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66 –submit me my conscience for email, I 

never read. I'm not your work. 

Kahmn -don't fresque [fuck] with me too. 

66-nice, natural, I like it!  Yeeeeehhhhh(!),you are a crazy guy, I like it! You’re inflamed, yes! Heheh! 

Good! The monkey was an animal who lost its juhmn, like man. We like blood. 

 
 
Kahmn -what you mean blood? 
66 –human sap 
Kahmn –I don't think it's good. 
66 –It doesn't matter good. I like it.        
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Kahmn –what did you missed here? 
 

66 –I was taken conscient here, because you’re 
deciding something when it doesn’t exist conscience. 
Kahmn –you created a law for… have no conscience?  
66 –exactly, remove all conscience. 
Kahmn –how to judge something which doesn’t 
possesses a conscience? 
66 –that’s what I mean, you can’t because you don’t 

have possibility. The things where it doesn’t exist a 

possibility are those which cannot be obliged.  

 

66 –The law removed the possibility, only 

this. Desire is not a possibility. 
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Kahmn –Kill, what do you think about this? 

Kill -well, I was tormented with this fact, I said to 
myself, what a fucking situation..[!], I can take 
pleasure of this situation in the limit that survives 
my conscience, , I think that I can't , but in the same 
way that if she wants very much, I go with her, and I think so a kind of intensity regulates the situation. Is 
not easy and I was divided about what's naturalness, sometimes naturalness makes me no sense, but I 
was very tempted to credenciate to 66’s opinion about the desires and, my opinion is that is not for the 

evolution of things, but the situation that desires have 
no limit, and the limit is natural in the bone, that's the 
way that nobody has to understand the desires, in my 
opinion. Enginer wants to play a little, and don't know 
exactly what she wants to do, like 66, a spirit of 
sacanage, a kind of human diversions, some kind of 
human pleasure, but that it’s not necessarily pleasure: 
but an image: and the feeling is that Enginer 
sometimes acts as a hunt dog, Pointer, someone 
putted something on her sniffer, and now she only 
stops when she finds it. It’s just that this smell indeed 
never existed, because it would have to be admitted 

first that a desire could be created from an image. 
Kahmn –and what would be the image that was 
putted on Enginer’s nose? 
Kill -nothing specific, except for the sayings 
contained on it, which wouldn’t be readed, but 
interpreted. 
Kahmn –and what was it written? 
Kill – “You like this”. 
Kahmn –and the next…? 
Kill –and the next is very interesting…as if you 
won something new, as a toy.. you want to use 
this: she won the desires and wants to test 
them, to confirm that’s yours, without them 
have never been. 
Kahmn –Enginer, do you agree with this? 
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Enginer – I don’t know, it makes sense... . 

Kahmn –maybe the images have this capacity of 

creating things.. this would be admit that the 

woman could be trained and trained, and the 

control of the resident images could influence 

her or submit her to the conditions which sir 66 

classified as unnatural.  

God – I think that is to this that the woman and 

her possible submission would be integrated. 
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66 –you love me. I don’t need to be sure to know what’s happening. 

66 –do you get embarrassed with this? 

God –no, in absolute, my will is also being 

exercised.. I think that all of us are having a 

conversation in the nature, nothing more fair, to 

be part of the four natural essentialities. 

66 –you’re not part of anything. 

God – I say that, in this moment, I feel natural, I feel comfortable. And those are the clear signs of my 

will. 

66 –you’re free to separate from nature.. . 
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God –but why would I do it..? 

 

66 – I don’t know.. . is how the free will 
was understood: a declaration of will: 
the man. One cannot decide over the 
free will when nature was excluded: For 
this, the desires cannot be typified, 
never. The desires were planted and the 
image was so constituted on the 
woman: and to remove it is not that 
simple, for this, the Law: because in the 
human mind, only a law overwrites 
another. A woman sniffs, and there’s no 
how to avoid her sniffing, because nature so wanted. You may call this intelligence or stupidity, and that 
this constitutes into a good or an evil, and credenciate that to the existence of the sin, but this is just the 
image, nothing more than that. And you may also understand that the woman sniffs because she looks 
for something, something that attracts her and she goes check it out, independently of doing this furtively 
or not: to misunderstand that this is a natural movement: and try to understand that nature did this. In 
this sense, the law is not the beginning, but the disobligation of something. If it’s right or wrong, are 
irrelevant questions. The things will continue to happen and you will continue to understand in the way 
that you come understanding, thinks that the nature is incompetent and tendentious to corruption, at the 
same time on which disconsiders that the own moral is the corruption of the natural. 
 

 

 

 

 

Kahmn –thank you. Enginer do you think 

that there’s a law in love? 
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Enginer –no.. 

Kahmn –do you believe 

that the love is the 

higher law? 

Enginer –if the love is a 

law, it’s an unity, and the 

unity is the higher law. 

Kahmn –okay for me, 

because you may analyze 

the conscience… 

Enginer –you’re talking 

about desires and for all 

explanation, the Law 66 

considers that you cannot prohibit the desires. What’s the circumstance of the man who eats himself?  

Kahmn –He’s very hungry, you’re walking in the sun for a thousand days without food, look for a friend 

and desire..? 

Enginer –No, it’s not desire, it’s another thing. You have to understand what happens in your body, it’s 

not a process of absorption, we can’t absorb another man, we have no passages. If I see the 

understanding of what happened in this moment from the psychological way, I’ll not even be able to 

considerate it, for it’s a servant hormonal: he turns his eyes for a friend, with a deformed face, and say,  
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Enginer —“you ate my food, 
and now the food is inside of 
you, and I’ll eat what you 
ate:” they’re always looking 
for something inside, to 
pluck for himself it’s their 
primitive way of finding it’: 
it’s looking for something, 
always looking for 
something, to take it off for 
itself, it’s not a kind of 
relation of the nature, but a 
movement of posse, ‘that 
which feeds is mine’: the 
animal doesn’t have this 
movement of taking 
something off for him: that’s 

the difference between natural desire 
and hungry: this feeling is of the birth 
of possibility. The essence of survival 
is not natural. That’s the tendency of 
the possibility, the human civilization 
grew over this thinking, but its initial 
act, of taking something for itself, 
anything that takes something for 
itself, constitutes itself into a unity, 
because he got to separate from the 
group, to perceive his existence. 
 

66 –thank you, Enginer, for your 

explanation of anthropology.  

 

66 –Kahmn, did you understand my 

history of the monkey on Africa? Did you 

understand my evolutionist point, some 

kind of things in their ‘nature’? You see 

their lateral movement? It’s not 

absorptive, is something bugged: they 

can’t absorb and for this, they start to eat 

more and more: and cannot absorb: this is 

the sex, the contact: it hits your body, but 

there are no interrelations: because 

there’s no nature to be absorbed. Did you 

hear me? 
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Kahmn –yes… . ok.. we don’t have how to know what are the desires, and if they’re naturals or not:  

it’s about an essence, on which the woman naturally would be in better conditions of dealing with the 
essentiality of something than the man, and instead of it, we submit her to a result, not only we 
disconfigured the woman, as the nature as well, at the same time on which we seek for an isolation of the 
natural to obtain answers.  
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Kahmn –so, I declare the session closed and, in 
concordance with sir 66, that the woman’s desires 
cannot be judged inside a Black Box, or in a white 
box, or transparent, for we would be always 
understanding the feelings inside of a unidimension. 
The universe cannot be understood as the use of the 
body. In a way that I , in the condition of Pleasure, 
agree with the law. 

God –it has my concordance as well. it’s what the taste, the will of nature has to say. Kill? 
 
 
 
 
Kill –of course. 
Kahmn –Enginer..? 
Enginer –also 
Kahmn –if all agree, it’s ready the 

Law 66. 

Enginer –thank you. 
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Kahmn –this way, you may continue with the story Devil Goes on Hollywood. 
 

Enginer –thank you, 66. 
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66 –thank you, never…maybe the human being doesn’t understand what’s to dispossess the nature, 
doesn’t understand what’s to dispossess the woman, because 
he thinks that he possessed her. What this represents for 
nature? What does it represent for love? The importance of 
things..? we would take ourselves all back to functional 
actions: the human being thinks himself as being a possessor 
of something, but it was this something that possessed him: 
and he’ll live forever under this court of risk, trying to 
understand what happened, because, one hour or another, 
the sexual questions appears, but always that those things 
happens, I’ll appear as well, not to guarantee the law, but that 

no passage is closed, no chalice of water 
be deviated, no flower be dragged off or 
putted on a vase as a solution of the evil. 
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Enginer –was it you who mounted this? 

 

Kahmn –yeah, it was… 

 

 

Enginer –ah, I knew it… 
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Enginer –are you satisfied? 

 Kahmn –haha..! satisfied? Is this a question 
that must be made to the pleasure? The 
satisfaction is a dubious word, for stimulating 
a reach of result… we don’t fight for this. 
Enginer –but you stay worried… 

Kahmn –yes… 
Enginer –and does the pleasure worries...? 
Kahmn –no… 

Enginer –isn’t there anything wrong..? 
Kahmn –maybe… ahm… Enginer, I’m not good at 
this 

Enginer –you’re good at what..? 
Kahmn –you get to embarrass me.., definitely [!] 

 

 

Enginer –are you nervous..? 
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Kahmn – I am, you can desire anything .. 

Enginer –can I make a test to see if it works..? 

Kahmn –haha! You’re joking…! 
Enginer –I’m always joking 
God– to testing the pleasure is to provoke the 
will, sorry for being interrupting. 
Enginer –why did you thought this...? 

 

God –indeed I didn’t thought it, the will is always checking the pleasure, when the pleasure is feeling 

something… . 
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Enginer –yea, I’ll go visit you and solve this problem.. 
 

 
Kill –so, there’s a meeting going on here and I don’t 
know…? 

Kahmn –when the will and the pleasure discuss, is 

natural the desires being present. 

Kill –I thought that you were talking alone… 
 

Kahmn –why would we do this, Kill? 

God –yeah, Enginer, it seems that you’ve got a 

problem..[!]. 

 
Enginer –I don’t 
have any 

problem, 
maybe you guys 
have some… 
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66 –I’m seeing that the conversation is getting 

interesting.. funny what happens when those 

three essences mix up… and how he image of the 

body makes itself present, would it be the nature 

conspiring against the mind..? when the desires 

turn to nature, the image changes as well. 

 

 

Enginer –you’re different.. your face..! 

66 –the cement became 

dust, there’s no possession 

anymore, and what could 

be called beauty, it’s just 

the natural. You feel 

attracted for this and, for 

this, you became a traitor. 

But you’re not listening a 

tension, that’s not what 

impulses, you may call it 

magnetism, gravity, but I 

say that it’s about an 

aroma. Now the sounds are 

perceived, the colors are 

alive, the nature breaths, 

while you rest lost in your conceptions. There’s no place. Curiously, it’s in this moment that the desire is 

interrupted, someone distrusts of that animal, anteposes to his movements to avoid the evil: and the 

movement, that which was called desire, was interrupted, and what was disperceived was the absorption.  
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66 –Kill, the desires are outside or the desires are inside? Do you believe that that what’s important’s that 
which comes from the inside? Or, on the contrary, the important’s what comes from the outside?...is true, 
Kill, no one wants to talk about it. People like to keep playing that’s outside and that’s inside: And we want 
to finish that up, in a way worse than the novatian way: the lapse. The lapse is the interruption of 
something, which threatens the existence of the own creator, that, who created the problem and the 
insolution. The law defends a position: in mode that any law has to decide if it’s out or in. Or then, finding 
another explanation, something that it doesn’t has: and it doesn’t knows. 

 Kill –you’re quite different, seems like you 
shaved.. 
66 –yeh, I got ready for the event.But if you look 

arround you, the place is also different. 

66 –Thank you, Kahmn.  

 

 

66 – You’re also different, your sir changed. You 

don’t know why this happens.. 
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Kill –some times yes, some times no.. 

66 –I know how it is, but let’s not be, it’s better..  

66 –Where’s the law..? 

Kahmn –is over the table...  
 

66 –yeh.. but soon it won’t be there anymore. So, let’s 

go to the grand finale.  
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66 –Kill, why this face of yours, so 
serious..? you look like you’re not 
liking..it seems that you’re 
worried with something.. 
 
 
 

Kill –my face is this, I’m not worried with 
nothing.. I’m not upset with you..  
66 –I’m saying that your semblance carries a 
certain sadness, as if you looked like an 
idiot..[!]. 
Kill –it’s not my fault, it’s the game’s..platform 
problem of the sims 3.. 
66 –why didn’t you choose the 4..? maybe the 
5… but it doesn’t exists yet..  

 
 
Kill – in the 4 we wouldn’t be able to have an 
interdimension, we’d be always stuck into one unique 
slot, the way that they want.. 
66 –I understand… . What I say is that I don’t find you 
an idiot, that the law was made for the idiots. 
Kill –probably some idiot did the law.. 

66 –you’re right, Kill, only the idiots make law. It’s what I say, this is not a law.. . there’s no law for love. 
He’s not obliged to fulfill any law at all. 
It’s what I always say for Enginer, don’t 
look for, but don’t avoid it. Are not 
solutions, for this would be consider love 
a problem. Love is unlimited, and for 
unknowing the limit, we turn everything 
complicated. Image, Kill, they produce 
multiple interpretations… 
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Kill –I know… you’re  with a face of bad too.. 
66 –Enginer, 
you need to 
check this. We 
need to remove 
this stage and I 
cannot do it 
without making 
some 
considerations.. 
. 
 

Kill –it’s hard to comprehend you..and if it weren’t 
Enginer,  I wouldn’t really make it. 

 
66 –Can you tell me on which chair should I sit? What’s the 
right position of 
the desire? 
 
 
66 –ok, let’s 
take the chair 
over there. 
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        66 –
thank you, 
Kill. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
66 –you’re 
the contact, 
the body, 

you’re the sex, in this moment, you’re body, but a dead 
body: because, by your side, the chair of the desire is 
empty. Let me explain, something happens when things 
are together.. .. 

 
 

 
66 –that’s the default position of the desire, am I correct, 

Kahmn? 
Kahmn –you can sit 
in any chair, you 
know this. 
 
66 –really, can I.. ? what would it be 
of the existence without position..? 
all the religions affirm the same 
thing: a beginning and a creator, 
that all the knowledge is anchored 

in two greatness: body and spirit. It’s not about an intelligence, but a 
convenience of the mind. But it was not so simple like that: historically it 
was very thought to accept this definition which became a standard.  
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No one knows  for sure how it happened, but from one hour 
to another, everything was resumed into body and spirit and 
the creation – the creator: the angle between the two 
dimensions. And for this, an understanding that’s about 
three distinct things and that that’s one unique thing: and 
that and angle could be a good geometric representation: 
it’s a plain figure that possesses three different angles. Well, 
this geometry I leave for Harvard professionals’. You may 
not give the importance or understand what I’m talking 
about but there’s something really serious going on here: 
what’s the exact position of the desire? This is the position 
default, the body, Kill, feels 

desire, me, and on feeling desire, would feel you, Kahmn, the pleasure, 
and, following next, God, the will: it would validate or not the feelings, 
that, in this moment are harmonics, I mean: the essences of the body are 
naturals for her, those which she sees and perceives them, and she 
should be feeling pleasure on being with me by her side. When she 
passes through me, she’ll confirm this. The next flux will be the will, God, 
which is natural for her too. The spirit of the chair did not possessed her. 
Her movements are not arrested, nor her rationality was activated. Is it 
correct, Kahmn? 
Kahmn –yes, it’s correct. But, how would a human woman feel if she was in the same condition of Enginer? 
Would she react to her natural impulses? Or her feelings would be possessed by the feelings of the chair? 
66 –That’s basically what we’re discussing: there’s a configuration for the woman’s desires: and this 
configuration are the Scriptures, the Word, which we call of the well known results: basically, what are the 
woman’s feelings. Kill will feel what I feel, because the desire’s of Enginer it’s me. I’m not saying  that Kill 
has no feelings, but that the essences of the body are involved in other natural fluxes: I say that the phases 
of the body between Kill and Enginer works, the passage. But now comes the hard and complicated 
passage of the desires, the smell, something extremely complex for being rationalized, but which nature 
gave to the woman: a natural woman won’t have difficulty on identifying her sniff, on step that the man, 
even the natural one, will have: and this is a structural difference of nature: the woman is the sniffer. You 
didn’t know that? Yeah, so I’m explaining it now. But let’s go forward with the curiosities. The problem of 
humanity cannot be solved in one unique day. 

 
66 –so the body feels desires… it’s a universal truth: all 
believe on that. But who are the desires on this moment? 
I? or that creature over there, to whom Kill’s looking at and, 
as I presume, everyone here. That’s the impression of an 
external observationist: in mode that we don’t have three 
angles, but four: in mode that the triangle is not the best 
geometric figure explanative of what’s going on, but the 
square: the judgement makes the movement but it’s the 
conscience that perceives it: geometrically, it exists a 
triangle spinning inside a square: but there’s no 5th angle: 
the angle external to the square. That’s the first puzzle. In 

mode that, the will is the conscience of the desires: it may validate or invalidate the feelings:  
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and it’s what rationality makes, it stays playing of angling 
things, generating parallelisms, defined geometric 
positions, to produce results. The joining of this two 
geometric figures generated the prism, a very interesting 
figure, it produces the Image: that which we’re discussing: 
because the image is the desire: But, if the image is 
possessed, it becomes sex. Am I correct, Kahmn? 

Kahmn –you are..!!! 
66 –are you upset with me? Finds it unnecessary?  
Kahmn –no, I don’t, proceed with your explanation.  

 
 
 
66 –ok, now, if instead of the right side of Kill,  
I was in the left side of Kill? –He could sit there 
and I here, the exact position of the body 
doesn’t matter: what’s important now is 
what’s the right position of the desire, 
because, if I stay on his left, the perception 
that It has is that I’m outside of the body and 
that the desires are outside of the body, 
which would lead to the interpretation that 
the desires are external to the body, that the 
man desires what he sees: his senses vary 
according to a reflection. but what you see is 
not exactly what you’re seeing: from the moment where rationality was developed, every image is 
interpreted: and you may say that the image doesn’t exists, and I say that you are a liar, not only it exists 
as every image is physic, just as every image is sexual, but there’s an intelligence behind this: let’s analyze 
the problem: you need to believe, but you cannot believe in any thing: so you must have and image 
constituted of that which you’ll believe in: it’s not just a conscience, but something which possesses an 
explanative sense. It’s known, as it was related, that the woman is possessed by the enemy,and that the 
images of the enemy may reach to her head through her ears: to the point where the woman wouldn’t 
know on which image to believe in. The solution of the Scriptures was quite simple: the woman wouldn’t 
have such a capacity, and for the well of God, it would be better to remove her desires. 
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66—to remove the desires is to remove 
the pleasure and the will. The only thing 
that would work would be the body, the 
essentialities of the body, by themselves, 
don’t have condition to generate images: 
the woman, on this moment, would have 
only one occupational factor: the 
reproductive one. Technically, she’d be 
dead and would be functionalized inside 
of the man’s functionality. The Scriptures 
refer to the Creature as possessor of one 
only will. However, when explaining the 
Creator’s will, it refers to desires and the 
own will, as separated: it doesn’t possess 

an unicity on that which he claimed to define: It’s concept is one of explanative value, the why of the 
solution, and not of its occurrence. The spirit of God entered by the nostrils, just as the spirit of the evil 
entered by the ears: are movements from the outside to the inside. However, the Scriptures argue that 
the desires, pleasure and will, are feelings that arise from the interior of something . When I’m not seated 
at the table, I mean: the table and the chairs represent the interior of something, we’re admitting that 
such a thing works like this indeed: but when I’m out the interior of things seems to get compromised. 
The Scriptures play with this. The Interior of the Glasses it’s the example. For the example in question, 
such analogy won’t be used, but we’ll admit that such a thing exists, and that the essence of something 
may be altered: if this interpretative form is the correct…[!] in determined point, humanity stopped 
seeing, and started to interpretate: and this happened basically when heaven was builded. Celestial 
creatures and human creatures could be angled: the words started having a spirit, ant the man started to 
live on earth and on heaven at the same time. He couldn’t live in two dimensions without creating and 
angle between them: and the primordial 
act, the primordial angle by which all things 
are seen is the sex: in mode that any desire 
is sexual. Interesting word this one, 
huh…the sex… we’ll talk about it: but you 
already know, the sex is the possession of an 
image: and this is something to be thought, 
perceived: if the woman was educated, as 
having the unlimited desires, the desires 
which were constituted were the ones of 
unlimited sex. You could say that this is 
about an incoherence, but it’s not: and the 
sex is necessary for procreation, at the same 
time that the sex is understood as the desire 
of the enemy. In mode that the woman, at 
any manifestation of desires of her body, 
will be understood as the pleasure with the evil: this would mean that she’d be pretending to betray God, 
to betray her Lord, more yet, she’d be conditioned to betray. It’s a well known result: on removing the 
natural desires of the woman and on implanting the sexual desires of the man, not only the woman was 
conditioned to a result, as the entire humanity was sentenced: “The problems are of the woman, and not 
of the man’s”: that’s the clear sensation of the knowledge. Can I make Noah’s exemplification? 
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Kahmn –no, this is a multidimension, and not an interdimension. 
66 –and where’s this story? 
Kahmn –on David and Bathsheba. 
66 –okay, what a pity. It’s something to be thought…what were the 
feelings of Mary when she was being possessed by God, if it was 
the same that she felt when she touched a man’s body. The woman 
is induced to the adultery because her natural desires enter in 
chock with the desires of the man, she won’t accept this: but on 
understanding that her desires are really unlimited, and for this 
she’d be sentenced to mistake: and for this, she’d fight with the 
image until the day that, by her own determination, she’d sit in the 
chair: 
In the end she’d accept that what she likes is the evil, and that, in 
another way, she’d became a prostitute, and that she must step 
away from the earth, for her own good.  It’s how she’ll understand: 
a personal decision: without bigger explanations: were her own constatations of her life experiences..and 
that only the Lord is able to set her free from adultery: the big beast. You know whom I’m talking about, 
that one, which was never a son, and never a father, and that also never knew a woman too, I mean, he 
only knew whore. You know what’s a whore? A whore is that who possesses her own image: she possesses 
her self. Kahmn, did I deviated from what I was talking? 
Kahmn –a little, but’s coherent, each chair possesses a story, and these stories portraits the feelings of 
the chair. Maybe the chair  of the desires’s the most complicated one, and you sir be bothered with this , 
but I don’t see any problem in Enginer, for this things need to be so well resumed. 
66 –well, ok, let’s proceed, then. It would be good for man that nature didn’t existed, but without her, he 
could not Create anything.. It would be correct affirm that if woman did not existed, the problems of 
desire wouldn’t exist as well… in the same way, it would be natural for man to desire each other, finally…it 
wouldn’t’ exist homosexuality parameters: and virtue would finally be able to place itself as something 
natural: and sex would finally receive the status of the first word that would actually typify something 

from nature: once that nothing on the Scriptures is natural: starting from 
the own Creation. The one in the flesh and the one in spirit would occur 
uninterruptedly between man and God: one should question if the 
man’s essence, if this image, from which he’s a result, it’s about a natural 
essentiality indeed. What If instead of Kill, it was a man sited on this chair 
? well, you don’t know, but the fluxes would be interrupted, and the 
feelings of Enginer would be another… You don’t know what I’m talking 
about. But let’s go forward. 
Kahmn -so go!!! 
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66 –Enginer, could you take off 
your clothes? 

Enginer – ok, no problem. 

 

 
 
                                                                                                        66 –you’re very beautiful.. .  
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66 –What to say now, desires 
are out or in? For this is that 
the default position is that the 
body has desires. ‘But the body 
has desires because he saw 
something’: no, he didn’t see 
something: he interpreted 
something: it was trained to 
interpret what he’s seeing: 
and about the woman it was 
set an interpretation: In mode 
that if we join the knowledges 

which we understood now, following the proposed rationality, there’s a sequence and not properly an 
hierarchy in the human feelings, on its most basic system of functioning: that the desire is an image; 
second: that this image is external: and that this external image is the sex and that, for being the sex, is a 
betrayal. We could spend days discussing those things wouldn’t reach any conclusion, the participants 
would leave the table each one with its own truth, but at the same time, carrying its understanding as its 
own conscience pleases: For this, methods were proposed, on how dealing with the problem. On the 
image level the most classic is the 
one of Stanley Kubrick, the 
Clockwork Orange: the man, on 
seeing the woman, transforms 
himself: and that which came to 
combat the mythical, to adjust the 
moral to the science, becomes a 
fable.  
 
 
66 –The woman was quoted as the 
cause of human repentance. Some 
one could argue, if instead of 
Enginer naked here, it was I, would 
it make any difference? I’d tell you 
that it wouldn’t, but for being two 
different image, they’re teached to 
be treated in different forms: if 
you follow my reasoning, the desire is an image and the sex is a posse, the image of the woman was 
translated and interpreted as something that may be possessed, more yet, something that must be 
possessed: this would configure a desire.  
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66 –But something incredible happens 
on this moment, and demonstrated 
the first signs of failure on the 
Creation, the identification of a bad 
functioning: and the story of humanity 
is the fight for the correction of this 
defect. The difficulty was in that the 
woman would have to accept being 
possessed, that the image of the man 
could possess her: this would configure 
a desire. The detail, that many times 
passes disperceived, but as it was 
mentioned already, it’s not about a 
simple detail, but a condition of 
functioning: the posse doesn’t exists 
simply for existing: dominate over the 

nature is not a simple command, but an explanation about something that occurred. Historically it was 
perceived this occurrence, it was believed that the most easiest method, most effective, most efficient, 
most productive, would be to dominate the 
woman and ready: the name of this is posse. 
So we cannot dis-deserve that indeed in the 
beginning, the Creator entitled himself as the 
owner: and on doing it, initialized the posse. 
Any novelty, Kahmn? 
Kahmn –no. 
66 –is my thinking in accordance with the 
Scriptures? 
Kahmn –yes.. . 
66 –it’s not about a simple convenience, 
there’s no human report which proves or 
explains the attitude of the Creator: And that 
the method proposed is a natural method: 
the matter could be summarily invalidated 
because there’s no method on nature.  
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66 –Let’s not dislocate the question to 
a concept of Family, States and the 
matters inherent to its functioning: lets 
tune to the basic facts: the Origins, not 
its results: the beginning is a man and 
a woman. The Scriptures defined 
what’s the man and what’s the 
woman: from Genesis to Apocalypse. 
In mode that we’re talking about things 
as they were understood based on the 
comprehension of who understood 
them: and for believing on something, 
it was believed that this 
comprehension would be correct.  And 
on it, it’s written that the woman will 

betray: this justifies all the promontory and her condition of defendant: and the exquisite explanation, 
that ‘that’s why the man betrays as well’. Oh, go to 
shit with all this, right, Enginer? 
Enginer –right.. . 
66 –but what does this means, exactly[?]: the death: 
because, in the beginning, it was tried to proof that 
the love doesn’t exists: the woman betrays, because 
she doesn’t loves the man: oh, go to shit will all this once again, am I right, Enginer? 

Enginer –yes, you are 
66 -now, why it was needed to prove that love doesn’t exists? 
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God -why would someone do that..? 

66 –to validate the death, the end, that everything 
ends, except God. It would be more logic the man 
love God. It’s strange when is seen in the Scriptures 
that the relations among men are relations of love 
and that the relations among man and woman are carnal: it funnily speaks that, in a relationship between 
man and woman may exist a feeling, in the same way that it defines very well which feeling is this : at the 
same time on which defends that the marriage is an institutional union, an union in God, and that, for 
this, it cannot be separated, because ‘What God united, the man doesn’t separates’: it was what the big 
beast said… do you know why the big beast possesses this determination? Because he didn’t understand 
absolutely nothing about nature, he understood what he readed: he knew everything about that book, he 
was the image of the book, the face of the Creator: for this the comments so long and the explanations, 
until certain points, redundant: for that the nature is not involved with the understandings of the big 
beast, for that the female is not treated as a woman, and that the male is not treated as a man. 
66 –Where’s your spirit, Kill, is it seated on the chair? Is he seeing Enginer? What does your spirit feels in 

this moment? The desire is a smell, an 
essence, can your spirit feel the smell of 
Enginer from here?  
 
66 –Enginer, can you approach some more?  

66 –..Could you give it a spin?  
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Kahmn –you don’t have to do this…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

66 –Everyone saw..? 
 
 
 
 
 
66 –no … you didn’t see yet. 
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66 –You didn’t see yet because this guy over here didn’t manifested himself 
yet, from where you are you cannot know the flavor and the taste, for in 
another way, the sin would be started already, one look and the will could be 
started.  The liking and saying no started to be the terrible equation of the 
woman: she loved the nature, but she had to like sex. What’s that exactly? A 
rape: the woman doesn’t even knows what’s her will, because this was described unique and exclusively 
as the results which were defined for her, which it’s waited that she fulfills: the mother will intuit over 
her, her friends will intuit over her, her grandma will intuit over her[…].. 
 

 
66 –a woman saw a man: and it’s written: if you see a 
man, construct an image: and then, the power that 
instituted her, the society, which angled her since the 
moment that she came to the world, will teach her 
that every woman is like this and that everyman like 
this as well. one thing very interesting happens when 
an image appears, she looked to a man, but indeed 
she’s looking for his… . 
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66 –the man just gave a sentence to the woman: 
‘you identified my face’. The man will give a way 
for this to happen. It’s not about a simple 
conquer: he know that he possesses such a 
power. Well trained women may say no: but 
these will be easily submitted. What’s known 
about the woman’s desires are the worst 
possible: and that the man will never know. If 
she’s married or single, it won’t make the slightest 
difference, the effect is the same: because 
marriage never was and never will be immune to 
the desires, the marriage exists in functions of  
 
 
 

 
God, not of the desires. Am I correct, Kahmn? 
Kahmn –yes,you are, it was what the big beast said.. .  
 
66 –Indeed that you’re not feeling nothing, am I 
correct, Kahmn? 
 
Kahmn –no, you’re wrong. 
66 –thank you for your honesty. Brutal the nature...(!) 
What a little thing is able to do to all a story of 
knowledge: to disgrace the life of a God. 

 
 
God –I don’t feel a disgraced, but a favored. 
 
 
 

66 –I know your feelings better than you, spare me 
of the judgement..(!). it’s not a revenge from nature, 
this wouldn’t solve anything, the condition of the 

woman…it wouldn’t exist a will on punishing God..nor she would have any pleasure with this: the proof is 
not a test, but a result. 
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66 –Ok, the confusion’s formed. 
 
66 – In this moment, the human being walks along 
with his animosity, nature manifested itself.  

66 –Kill, how’s she tasty, huh… I say, Kill, the 
desire of touching her.. you didn’t need to feel her 
smell, nor her taste nor flavor, you want to 
possess her. 

Kill –no, I don’t want to possess her, I love her, why would 
I do this? 
66 –but you’re upset for her being naked in our 
presence.. in the presence of your friends..we’re your 
friends, aren’t we..? I mean, you don’t mind, do you, Kill? 
Or, on the contrary, Kill, you get excited with this..? 
Kill –I don’t know what do you mean with getting excited, 
maybe you guys get excited with me… 
66 –yeah, Kill, the excitement is a very hard word, it gets 
excited with the sex, they’re very intimate, they really 
know each other, it’s not a shallow knowledge, but a deep one…it’s a chit chat for many hours…we would 
be in the deepness of the plain, and this means on the surface of something: the contact is superficial. 
It’s what sex is: the contact of images. For this, the sex gives itself through the will: because its image is 

known, it’s understood as the results to be 
practiced: and there’s written that that is 
prohibited: to admire the nature is prohibited. A 
naked woman can only mean one thing: sex: 
that’s the origin of the excitation: the man and the 
woman get excited with what’s prohibited: but is 
this natural? 
 
Kill –I’m not excited, do you wanna see? 
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66 –but you feel something…natural 
essentialities…they could be distorted 
and could easily take human forms. 
And indeed, that’s what happens, it’s 
not the case now, but that’s what 
happens. 

 
66 –you can see God slobbering, Kahmn crossing the legs… I know, 
Kahmn, she’s tasty. Why don’t you stand up, attack her, and make 
an approach.. ? 

Kahmn –I don’t need this.. 
66 –I know, you don’t serve as an example.. you seem to have no weakness.. 
66 –React, Kill, it’s a woman, independently of being yours or not, it’s available, it’s provoking you… you 
want to possess her. You don’t have to explain nothing to anyone, it was a right that was given to you. Go 
ahead, is just take it. Possess your body: he belongs to you: it was something that was given to you. C’mon, 
Kill, don’t you agree with me? Why? Did you perceived that’s the Devil that’s speaking in your ears..? 
that’s the devil trying to enter in your mind..? and in this moment, you’re in the bow of the boat.. it is you 
who controls the rudder, it’s your spirit speaking on the other side of your ear..?  
66 –look at me, Kill.. . 

 
66 –what does your spirit feels? What action does it has over your body? None? Is it dead? What does 
your spirit feels?  
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66 –no, don’t involve the pleasure and the will, this is a passage, they need this moment to exist. If you  
listen to what this guys say in this moment, you’ll be dead forever. Do you understand what I’m telling 
you? Can you see the free will sited on this chair of the desire, speaking to your ears ‘don’t desire..’, ‘do 
not listen to him..’, ‘he’s a liar..’, ‘you don’t feel nothing..’.  
66 –what a friend and comrade is the holy spirit…how kind and solidary…and worried… it’s your own 
conscience…  
66 –c’mon, Kill, who created all this…? It 
looks like you forgot that you’re in front of  
an image..you’re not in this conditions by 
accident: someone teached you to be like 
this, to think this way. It’s not about a good 
comrade spirit, this guy earns with this, he 
works for someone. He wants to prove 
something for you. And what he wants to 
proof is something quite simple: that you 
don’t need him to die, but without him you 
won’t live, you’ll be a failure. But he 
doesn’t has how to produce this without 
firstly proving that you’re a weak and that 
without him you die: and in this moment, 
he’s going to show you the future, he’ll talk 
about from Genesis to Apocalypse: then 
you’ll return once again to Genesis: and the 
reason why of all that, seems to be a story 
from backwards to the front. The 
rationality does this the entire time: it goes 
to the beginning and then to the end: and 
then it joins everything in the center, the 
middle is a place where the beginning is 
equal to the final, the paradise is where 
everything began. And in this moment, a 
feeling of loss and gains, and your desires are discarded without never having existed indeed.  
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66—The earn seems enigmatic, to provoke a 
tantric displacement: you don’t want that, and 
then, suddenly, comes the road of the 
disconvincement, that will never lead to 
nothing. But it would be enough for you to 
forget, and, so per say, come out victorious..: you didn’t failed, you won from yourself: until the image 
initializes itself once more and you keep your mental celibate. How beautiful is the marriage…[!] it 
works…[!]: It Works: and that’s the problem... it’s about a solution: how to win the weakness. Intelligent 

spirit, huh? Because the body wouldn’t reach to any 
result at all… But from whom is the talkative spirit?  
The will says ‘I don’t like it’, the pleasure says ‘I don’t 
feel the taste’… curious this chair, huh..?!: it doesn’t 
feels the desires too… 
66 –the chair is dead, but it possesses a spirit... from 

who would it be this spirit of the chair...? indeed, it’s 
not a spirit, but a conscience: 
66 –that chair knows exactly how to act: whoever sits 
there, is gonna act like the chair. Whoever sits in there, 
will be: all the results are associated to that position. 
Curious someone propose that, in such a position, ‘drag 
off the eye and the hand’, or your own organs if it’s necessary, for the good of the will of God. Do you 

agree with this, God? 
 
 
 
God –never. 
66 –never what? 
God –I’d never drag my 
hands or eyes out..even 
less the object in 
matter..I’d do another 
thing… 
66 –I’m sure you would, 
but... are those things in 
concordance with the 
desires of the chair? 
God –no… if the desires 
exist, why denying them? 
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66 –yeah, why denying them…? But what’s being denied, exactly…? 
Perceive that, the spirit of the chair wants to make anyone who sits 
there of a clown, it stays talking about the good and the evil, God 
and the Devil, for in the end, extract a sexual image of the Desire. 
Oh, go to shit with all this, right, Enginer? 
Enginer –yea.. . 
66 –it’s the spirit and the body, or the body and two spirits…! What 
shit is this?! It potentiates the desires, for right next say that they 
don’t exist?! Create an embarrassing situation, for, in the end, come 
out with a sexual image?! That which validates the death, the 
betrayal, and the stepping away from nature…? A book of a thousand 
pages to explain this?!?! A ridiculous story of a ridiculous people, 
from whom sexuality was always a stage of discussion, genetic 
matrices and referential of something that was identified as man and 
woman. Not only for the Law 66, but the sexual motive of a race, 
whose explanation is the hunger, he felt hungry: and that he needed 
to eat: It was borning the history of the Cannibal: that, which desired 
to possess the Natural. Men could feel good, for thinking and act like 
this: and women as well, for presuming this being their will: it 
doesn’t matter. Something must be said about naturalness.  

 
66 –Enginer, thank you, you may dress up your 
clothes. 

Enginer –nothing, it was a pleasure, I don’t mind being 
with clothes or without.. if feel comfortable with you…  

 
 
66 –Well, Enginer, could you come here on sit on 
this chair…? 
Enginer –sure .. . 
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66 –how do you feel, Enginer, here…? 

Enginer -hah, I feel better.. .the same..should I feel 
anything different here? 

 
 
66 –what’re you feeling, exactly? 
66 –what’s better exactly..? 

Enginer –comfortable..  
66 –you’re not a woman 
Enginer –yeah, I know.. 
 
66 –a woman, in this position, would be, 
obligatoriety, possessed by the chair’s spirit. 
Anyone who sits there will have the desires of man, that chair has an owner, ID and national registration, 

telephone and contact mail, it has IP and 
reports directly to its server. The thinking’s 
of the woman, on this moment, will be the 
ones of the man: her desires will be the ones 
of the man: she doesn’t know very well what 
happened, but she’ll fell free: the desires of 
the woman were prohibited: the ones of the 
man, weren’t. the explanation was the worst 
possible: the woman doesn’t love: she 
doesn’t care about the man: she is not fair: 
and an infinity of moral concepts. Do you 
agree with this, Enginer? 
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Enginer -no, I mean, I’m not feeling any of this… 
 
 
 
 

66 –the abnormal ones don’t count. Just like Kill you’re an awful example, but we come following the 
analogy of the Scriptures: where that which is good and that which is evil grow together. In the same way 
we’re not adopting the harvest criteria because this would lead to separation. The natural perceives the 
nature, doesn’t antepose to its own movements.  
66 –In this moment, the woman will feel the pleasure and the will of the man. All of this because the 
contact was with the man: the one in flesh starts the process. But once more, the example is not worth 
because the contact was with Kill, a natural one: it was as I said: the example is unserviceable.   
But I propose a change, let’s change of position Kill and God. 
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      66 –okay? Any change? 

 
God –no, my will remains the same.. 

66 –Enginer, any change? 
 
   Enginer –not exactly.. 
 

66 –correct..the desires wait for the signals of 
the body and seek for that what one would call 
localization: the desire flows through the 
smell, and the smell is not the same: there’s 
the will, but something seems to be missing.  I 
say that the fire doesn’t happen by accident, 
various process precedes it. The will, in the 
chair of the body, may behave strangely, and 
in this sense, to occur the relation of posse: the 
will behaving as body. So, the first observation 
is that it’s about different essentialities: 
something is felt but it indeed didn’t happened 
yet. The natural would behave differently 
front to this. 
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66 – the woman would understand that the body 
possesses the will of the man and that her desire is of 
being possessed, because the desires of man is to 
possess her. The explanation comes forward: the 
pleasure: she’d be pleasing God. For the man, the body, 
be in the condition of God, she’ll understand that the 
pleasure of the man is hers, and when it arrives in Kill, 
the body in the position of the will, she’ll understand 
the pleasure as being sexual:And she’ll tend to wanting 
to possess the image. And that’s the big question: in the 

universe that the man created, all the images 
are masculine, in mode that’s not only the man, 
but, the world, possesses the woman. The 
woman will fight with the interpretation that 
the world was made for her: if so she wants to 
accept it, she will be completely denaturalized, 
she’ll be sited in a human table, alternating in 
the positions of the chair. Each one of these 
chairs contains a story: and the essentialities of 
the earth understands it very well.  

66 –the human being doesn’t understand why he 
variates from time to time, or many times along the 
day, and along his life passes through modifications 
and never know for certain how that happened, he 
simply ‘changed life’: but he understands these 
transformations as a target plan a plan that was traced 
for him: and that’s why he submitted himself. This 
chairs are not sticked into the earth, they’re over a 
foundation, chair has no roots. For this, this well-
defined positions ordains the thinking of God: what we 
call spirit is about a conscience, a learning, that which 
was thought as wrong and it was desired to correct. 

Strange the woman be free to desire: the woman is 
free to desire inside the square: where the four 
possible angles are already available: Horrible, but 
is only a combination of events that produces the 
thinking. Most incredible yet is to affirm that the 
man’s thinking are not the heart of God, or that the 
heart of God are not the thinking of the man…  
66 –What are your thinking now, God? 
 
 
66 –but would this be the will of God?  
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66 –Are you obliged to possess her? Or are you 
already possessed? You seem like a good mayor of 
the senses…you want her..but don’t want her in 
your way, want her in her way, but wants her way 
to be yours…for in another form the pleasure 
wouldn’t be yours, it would be hers… . 
 

66 –We could play with the many possible 
combination, but let’s go to the most usual. 

66— Enginer, could you...? 
 
Enginer –sure.. 
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66 –the woman really had to accept the condition: it would not be possible to free her from herself. This 
was the sentence. But they could help her in labor of pain. She wouldn’t die and would be helped on her 
subsistence: and when she reached her adulterous phase - she is, all know, a whore -, she would have 
conditions of understanding, of everything that was made for her, of the enormous sacrifice and that, in 
the name of the heart, she accepted such a condition. If the woman is set free, she’ll destroy the human 
race: because she contains all the spirit of the evil: the earth. 
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66 –this is the condition on which the 
woman finds itself. And this describes 
her relation with the man, and of the 
man with God. There’s a will, sited on 
the chair: but the chair detains the 
movements of the will. There’s a 
pleasure sited in the chair but the 
chair detains the movements of the 
pleasure: and there’s a body sited on 
the chair, and the chair…  
66 –The interesting is that the chair 
has the posse of a feeling: who 
controls the movements, will control 
the sentiments. But the question is 

this: will it control, really? How does this magic happens? For this to happen, it would be necessary an 
angle, and the angle is there in front: the sex. The will, the pleasure, and the body, will behave sexually, 
because indeed they’re seeing an image, not only seeing, but interpreting an image. 

 
  
 
66 –If we understand this 
foundation as being the heaven, 
and the chair in the grass where 
Enginer is sited as the Earth, we’ll 
have in this moment, a 
separation: one essentiality of 
nature is not sited in there: 
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66 –Now, will? Will of who? Pleasure? 
Pleasure of whom? Body? Sex is the body?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
66 –Who was the asshole that said that? The Scriptures talk about fornication and play with these words, 
or another one similar, and what’s seen on the Bible are exceptions to the sex: in this moment, the sex is 
virtuous, because it fulfils a determination of the will. 
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66 –In mode that a Court of Mind was installed. On this side we have the feelings of the Creator, on the 
other side, the feelings of nature. And this is an important detail if not the main one: there’s a separation. 

66 –that’s the image that possessed the woman. Enginer, do you find yourself possessed? 
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Enginer –… … …  

66 –the image which you’re seeing here in front is the 
sex? 

 
Enginer -ehr…ahm…I think that I don’t know exactly 
what sex is.  

66 –exactly, you don’t know. But you like what 
you see.. a clear manifestation of the will, the  
66 –..manifestation of the desire. But it could be 
different: you don’t like what you’re seeing but 
even so occur a configuration of the will, as if 
indeed that was a feeling.  
66 –And in the practice, it was what happened. 
Immediately, the pleasure would be initialized and would configure the nature.  
66 –But the woman wouldn’t see flowers, would see another thing. Kahmn, please put a sun. and what 
she would see would be the body. And on seeing the body, she’d see the man, and on seeing the man, 

she’s see the lord, and on seeing the lord, she’d 
understand that God made her this way and 
that, in the deep, she is really this. And what 
indeed occurs is that it’s not about greatness, it’s 
not about positions, it’s not about a linearity: 
body possesses its own essentiality, the 
essentiality of the earth, desires possess its own 
essentialities, the pleasure also its own 
essentiality, and the will as well: are 
manifestations of the natural.  
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 66 –Ok…all come forward, please…  
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66 –Enginer, what are you seeing? 

Enginer –should I see something?  
66 –are you looking to some specific place? 
 
 

 
Enginer –I don’t know..bodies? 
66 –okay, Enginer, definitely, you don’t serve as an example, the 
image doesn’t possess you…because, if it did, on this moment, 
a strange thought would appear: “you like this”: and the image 
of the man would transform, unique and exclusively, on his 
sexual organ. The image of the obelisk excites you..? 
 
Enginer –no… 
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66 –yea, but, a man, in this conditions,  he 
would say ‘I have what you like’, because, in 
this moment, the man doesn’t places himself 
exactly in the sexual position, but in the 
position of the will: he’s the Lord: and the 
lord possesses a body. And this body 
possesses an organ. And this organ is sex, this 
word of hard comprehension . in mode that 
it doesn’t matter the man being dressed or 
not, this will be  the image that the woman 
will be faded to understand and accept, even 
without knowing why, the images will occur, 
spontaneously, it may be the professor or the 
student , it may be the friend of even a 
familiar: without understanding why, the 
woman will be imagining. Now, if we pay attention as we came doing in the beginning, even though is not 
the theme, but, what is it the childhood and adolescence of a woman and her adulterous phase, it already 
exists a print script: the woman is obliged to desire and to be desirable, the husband innocently says ‘be 
pleasant with my friends’, ‘let them desire you’, ‘let them possess you’, ‘I’ll buy you a new dress for you 

to stay well pretty..’: a natural conversation among friends, the 
consumption of something: the woman needs to be sold, the woman 
is a consumed image: it’s natural that the woman consumes her own 
image. But if we put another image, instead of four essentialities it 
was four artists, of these well known of Hollywood? Yeah, we don’t 
have how to know how Enginer would behave, I mean, this is 
something that any woman would fall, not the man,  because this one 
is a declared defendant already: he would even use this phrase, ‘Any 
one would fall in my place..’. Think well what’s Hollywood, the control 
of images of the world…it’s not the theme, but in the movies of 
Disney, the women are always looking for a man, and defining for the 

children what is to be a woman. I could mention Pocahontas, that in the end decided between marry a 
virtuous and a wild one: the virtuous one, John Smith, contained the presets that she would need to 
concretize her result which was waiting for her just around the river bench: funny that river, isn’t it, Kahmn 
, unidimensional… it was the same waters, not different waters… I say that the Indian is not natural 
anymore either.. there’s no the natural anymore. The woman has to grow up,  for this, they’re adult 
children: and for them to grow, they need to be sexualized, because sex is that which will turn her into a 
woman. And it’s what these ridiculous movies do: stimulate the sexual desires: a little children that’s 
dreaming on the nature is teached that love is a woman relation with a man: that man, of whom we’re 
talking about, the virtuous, that disguises of wild, that, who constructed a table with four chairs for her to 
sit in. what’s this, a circus?!!? A prophecy?! A predictability?! Let’s analyze the condition of the Jewish 
woman: she’s teached to submit herself to the man, her lord: in the day that she menstruates, she’ll be 
dirty: she’ll desire never menstruate anymore: and from now, she’ll be available for any interested lord. 
If she’s lucky of liking her lord, she shall groin as a man in pains of labor, that one, who said that she 
doesn’t feel any pleasure on having a baby, of having a child… : it was the extreme of what was reached: 
the man defined the woman as well, what puts him under suspect, if the woman that he relates, that he 
mentions wouldn’t be indeed his counterpart. How can someone who is not a woman describe what’s a 
woman? More yet, a woman accept that that is her…?! In mode that, the human construction shames the 
nature. Put a woman in the garbage can, that she’ll be in better conditions.    
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66 –  on nature there isn’t this kind of image. 
Nature doesn’t possess the shape nor the 
human form, of sexual: because it doesn’t 
possesses a defined form. The understanding 
of the woman is not the understanding of the 
man nor the understanding of the woman: but 
what would be a female, a natural woman: and 
not the understanding that a man has about 
the woman nor how the woman understands 
herself.  
 

 
66 –Okay, you may dress up your clothes.  
 

66 –The desire’s interesting 
because it has the capacity of 
taking off the clothes, taking 
off the vestment. But if so he 
does for imposition of the will, 
it won’t be nude, toward 
nature, he’ll be naked 
: and the pleasure won’t be 
natural, but sexual: it will be 
exercised in furtive form, 
opportunist, and in an 
environment, in an 
atmosphere of rationality: that 
which should be a natural 
image, will configure itself as a 
reflected image: a 
construction: the imagination. 
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66 –So, images were constructed: something was 
constructed over the nature. The unilateral system 
developed, a tool, because indeed, that’s what 
Religion is: a constructive tool: that’s what the 
word essentially does, it constructs images: those 
images are furtively placed, through an 
educational system, where that which is felt is that 
what was teached, and which divergence will be 
called sin. In mode that, before heaven, this is the 
angle of the earth, the sex: before the man, this is 
the angle of the woman, the sex: in mode that the 
sex is that which explains the separation.  

66 –We understood in the beginning that the sex is the posse of an image: and its realization, the property. 
In mode that: sex, posse, property and 
image are involved in a hard question, 
from which the human knowledge, 
meaning, The Scriptures, fake, are silent, 
omissives, and totally compromised with 
the result. To the man, in all the nature, 
animal and 
plants, also 
have images: 
but no being of 
nature dared to 
control them. 
And to this, 
understand the 
definition of the 

being, the concept of unity, that which is separated: I mean, in nature there’s no control of images, 
because there’s nothing separated. 
 
66 –In the beginning there was a despair of 
the human being: on departing from the 
natural images, the human being entered in 
despair, and initiated an incessant seek to 
control the image. You may perceive the 
sound. It will be an auditive image, you may 
talk about color, it will be a visual image.  But 
in the same way, you’d understand that 
every image is a conversion: and that the 
proposed system, the such tool I’m referring 
to is that every image, independently of its 
source being natural or not, would be 
treated in a box, constituted by angles of the 
reason. It could be said that’s the senses, but indeed, they’re not: they’re reflections: the art is a 
reflection. There wouldn’t be no gain converting the natural in image, the gain is the opposite, to convert 
the image into natural. That’s what the art is: the creation of an image. 
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66 –the artist utilizes himself of a tool for converting his nature into 
image: the tool is exactly what controls the image, it may be an 
instrument or his own inspiration: both are tools of execution, of 
extraction and conversion: the conversion of the sin into forgiveness.   
The motive of this was a failure…[!]: the natural human feelings were 
not trustable: someone said that the flesh was weak, an imbecile, just 
like his father, and just like his sons, grandsons: I say, imbecile, 
because such affirmation would never come from nature or from a 
natural one. This is to affirm that he was possessed by something: on 
admitting that the flesh is weak, that the spirit doesn’t controls the 
body, that all 
that’s flesh is 

sexual: because the sex is the image possessed.   

 
66 –Don’t seek for another explanation because 
this is the one. The imbeciles of Harvard may 
argue another thig, but is as I said, are imbeciles, 
and if you read with attention,  you’ll see with 
ease that all they’re doing is validate everything 

that was said here. Nature came to explain what the man was not able to understand.  In mode that we 
don’t have how to judge Enginer, because her desires were all naturals, I attest their inexistence.  
66 –Kahmn, take off the foundation… 
 
 

 
66 –Enginer, come here…  
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66 –this is looking like a Round Table..’that 
who removes the sword of the stone, will 
possess the power over the earth..’. 
66 –Well, Kahmn, any idea? you remained 
silent the entire time... 
Kahmn –yeah, the pleasure is usually like this, 
it waits for  the desires to manifest. 
66 –because you don’t desire to know it 
indeed. You’re a little scared Kahmn, the 
pleasure is like this. But scared with what ?  
66 –I know, Enginer scares, because the desires 
are unlimited, and for being on nature they 
become dangerous…nature seems to have this 
capacity of influencing the human 

feelings…and this would be to influence the feelings of God..the body would have this capacity of 
influencing the feelings of god? Why, Kahmn? Do u 
have any explanation for what went wrong? The clay 
doesn’t renders? Ora Kahmn, who created the clay? 
Kahmn -ask God, maybe he knows things that I 
don’t… 
66 –no, he doesn’t knows..   

 
 
 
 

    66 –do you know? 
God –I know what I feel, I don’t have bigger 
understandings than this.  
66 –correct, but you feel only what’s yours..don’t you 
feel the feelings of the others too? 
God –yes.. 

66 –so how can you affirm that something is 
yours..? Who’s the owner of this beauty, who’s the 
owner of the ring of this girl, who’s the owner of 
nature? 
66 –But there’s something wrong in paradise, isn’t 
it? This incredible angle of mind, the place where 
earth and heaven meets?  
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This is the sensation of the paradise, a 
conversation of lill’wheel among friends, that 
bar table, or..batucada of yard, even in the 
room, in the soap opera, or in the table, in the 
dinner: are all dressed. Is easy to perceive that 
the woman, on passing by the man 
essentialities, will be dressed up. For this, let’s 
walk, let’s leave this chairs, and our clothes 
behind.. let’s walk natural.. on nature.  

 
 
 
66 –Enginer..? 
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66 –Enginer, did you liked? 
Enginer –always.. . 
66 –what are you three looking at, exactly..? 

 
God, Kahmn and Kill –for nature… 

 
66 –no one here desires to possess her, right? 
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God, Kahmn and Kill –right.. 
 
66 –Enginer, your example was 
unserviceable., but I think that 
this must’ve solved the 
problems of Kahmn Noah, for 
this, the continuing of the Devil 
Goes on Hollywood is necessary, 
for we need human examples. In 
the same mode, the continuing 
of the stories of Cain and Eve, 
David and Bathsheba, Marc 
Antony, and Hypatia: for that all 
the complexity of the law 66 be 
understood. The human being 
doesn’t know what’s 
naturalness he thinks that being 
naked on nature is to be natural: an adornment of freedom transformed into vanity of the body, an 

exaltation and exposition, a relation that 
should be of love transformed into 
adornment.  
 
66 –But the virtue stayed behind, take a 
look at this.. 
 
 
Enginer –the obelisk… 
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66 –so the name of this is just the earth…: “I possess all the bodies that born from earth, every body that 
born on earth will be human: because I am the nature: I am the image of the natural”: the Obelisk is how 

nature sees the man: an enormous aleijão. Am I lying, 
Enginer? 
Enginer –no, you’re not. 
66—so you think that Hollywood will be fail..? 
Enginer -yeah.. . 
66 –me too. We’re still going to laugh a lot of all this. 
They will desire never had meet us. Well, you gained 
your writ of emancipation, the earth is being 
dispossessed. What do you want to do now? 
Enginer –I..? to take  a bath in the lake… 
66 –Kahmn, it’s missing a lake here, please… 
 
 

 

66 –Enginer, do you know 

where we’re going to?  

Enginer –no..it must be some 
where around here…feminine 
intuition.. 
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66- the image of the sex is the death. 
You’re not pure, you don’t have how to 
purify anyone, that’s not an 
explanation proof why the will cannot 
be exercised over nature, that doesn’t 
constitute into a loss, the image of 
heaven is a possessed image: it exists 
in reply to something: the natural fear. 
To be comfortable on nature, feel 
pleasure with it, to desire it, to touch it, 
doesn’t implies on loss of eternity, 
because the virtue would’ve been 
destroyed. 

God –I don’t know what you’re talking 
about, everything you said makes sense I 
don’t disagree of anything, I’ve already 
signed the law.. 
66 –you didn’t enter because the waters 
are dark? 
God –not properly, I just stopped here. 
 
66 –eah… the desires don’t have a defined 
position, because there’s nothing defined 
on nature, some movements are natural, 
others aren’t, it’s not something that one 
learns, it’s natural. Is something that 
cannot be charged. Toward nature you’re 
not pure yet. You have to increase your 
harvest. The dreams don’t change for a 
simple determination of the will or because the body took a thoughtless attitude. Don’t worry about 
what’s pleasure, because what’s not pleasure doesn’t passes, you’ll feel the taste even before your will 
manifests, you’ll say: this has no taste, has no flavor. There’s no form of learning, this is the sentence of 

nature, if the desires fail, the will will fail as well. 
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Kill –Kahmn, do you have a paper and a lighter…? 

 

 
66 –there’s no need, Kill.. Kahmn, lighten 
up the fire pit… 
Kahmn –it’s you who must light it… 
66 –God’s not going to poke out, he’ll 
ascend, am I right, comrade…? 

 
God –you’re damn right, pal… ! 

 
66 –Kahmn, why the outfit…? We’re 
looking like surfers … we’re not users of 
pot.. they’re users,… . 
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66 –the earth is not their, they needs to pay for it. It seems like the earth was given for them, but that’s 
not the truth: the posse doesn’t guarantee the property. The owner pays for the posse, the possession is 
his Lord, the user of God. 

 
66 –come, Kill… 
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Kill –there’s one there in front of you… 

 
 
66 –oh, but the one I want to pick up is the other 

Kill –why..? 

66 –because she’s special. It’s a male.  

 
Kill –and why do you want  a male..? 
 

 
66 –because I already have a female on the other hand. 
Let’s smoke them burning together. 
Kill –I got it… it must be wave… 
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66 –it’s aroma … it’s tastier… we have enough already, let’s 
make the fire pit. 
 
 
 

66 –Enginer, was it your idea transform us 
into surfers…? 

 
Enginer –no…probably it was Kahmn’s…  

 
66 –Kahmn, when are we gonna stop 
behaving as idiots…? 
Kahmn –ah, it’s part of the outfit preset, it’s 
for you to relax, stay more comfortable, are 
you on?? 

 
 
66 –yeah, I’m on, bro, maybe you’ll be erased even before 
I light up this fire…you really think I’m comfortable? 
Kahmn –look, people wouldn’t understand… 
66 –what wouldn’t they understand? 
Kahmn –it wouldn’t be possible to smoke weed naked… 
66 –I know, the pothead smokes dressed… 
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Kahmn –yeah, he’s usually hided, naked he was gonna call too much attention... the pothead doesn’t like 
calling attention, it’s not like the alcoholics, the drunkards…who take off their clothes and then don’t know 
what happened when he turned off. People could confuse this with a foursome, an orgy, or something 
like that.. 
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66 –Enginer, do you agree with this? People could mess us up with 
surfers? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enginer –I don’t know what are you 
thinking with this, the pothead already 
has the credentials of the surfer… 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
66—Enginer, did you know that between 
me and you there are no paths..? 
Enginer –I know, only passages 
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Enginer –the nature has no 

road, nor small nor 

large…there’s nothing built. 

It’s not taking off the clothes 

that will make me feel 

comfortable... 

66 –I don’t like cloth… 

Enginer –I know how it is 

  

 

 

 

 

Enginer –the drug is the human consumption, they 

consume themselves at the same time that they 

use, and at the same time that they use, they 

consume themselves… for any effect, there’s no 

absorption. 

 

Kahmn –the body needs to 

pay to possess a spirit. This is 

their wave, they think they’re 

gonna meet up with the big 

beast. That’s why their plant 

has no roots, their wave are 

the clouds, they don’t pass 

through earth…  

66 –All of you were like this, 

it’s what the word is, a ritual of 

incorporation, the proposition 

of a resident evil, at the same 

time on which claims a 

dispossession.  
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66 –God… you’re kinda.. doped… 

God –it’s just that.. I’m more 

absorptive… 

 

66 –did you hear, Kill, what they’re 

saying…? 

 

 

Kill –that there’s no how to absorb what cannot 

be absorbed… 

66 –what’s this, Kill, some active principle?  

 
Enginer, help me on this one… 
Enginer –he’s saying that the absorption only occurs 
on that which grew naturally: and that it cannot be 
planted. 
66 –they don’t absorb, they consume…and who 
consumes, converts: and who converts, extract greatness, obtain gains with the nature, user is that who 
paid the value of the harvest, he bought the nature, attributed a value of exchange to it, the value of 
evil, the value of the judgement of who uses. We don’t not bur it, we light it up… when cannabis burns, 
her roots fire up: and her smoke destroys every image, making the nature sprout again. We’re not users, 
we absorb essences of nature. 
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God –humanity doesn’t love what she believes 
in, for this their sensation of inexistence…:but 
she loves that what she believes in. 
66 –what’s this..? 
God –the despair, the addiction is the judge of 
the pleasure. 
66 –and what’s this..?  
God –the fear…the fear that the natural steps 
away his will: The will needs to feel isolated to 
decide, because nature doesn’t let the man feel 
alone, the only possible condition of God: if he 
feels as part of nature, he’ll feel mortal, 
perishable, and he’ll feel sick, weak, inexistent… 
Their Lord is the servant: and the servant is the 
owner. 

 
Kahmn –The spirit is the license, the 
Word is not for free, you must pay for 
it: otherwise, you’ll never have the 
will of God. The nature is what attests 
the use and the consumption of the 
man. 
Kill –he’s gonna pay with what..? 
Kahmn –with the work… 
Kill –I thought it was for free.. 
66 –no, Kill, you must pay for it. The 
Earth was given on this conditions, 
just as your body, it’s not yours, you 
need to pay for using it, as a license, 
Kill, you need authorization to use . 
Kill –Authorization..? 

Kahmn –you cannot use without 
authorization… 
Kill –authorization for use, what..?! 
Kill –dude, that’s funny! 
Hahahahaha! The use doesn’t 
exist, man...! 
Kahmn –they created a heaven on 
nature, dude, that’s all… 
Kahmn –I don’t know how to speak 
my name, nor my final… 
66 –he doesn’t knows who he is, 
neither have an end.. 
Kahmn –the fire pit is only for 
illuminate , giving back to heaven 
that which nature didn’t wanted. 
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66 –the essentialities love each other, they don’t 
possess each other…Enginer, do you agree…? 
Enginer –yes… Kahmn, why can’t we take off our 
clothes..? 

 
 
 
Kahmn -haaa, ya’ll wanna mess up the set… sir 66 
knew there would be restrictions… 
 

66 –Kahmn .. where’s this stuff from? 
Kahmn –ah, it’s from Amsterdam… 
66 –We smoked a fire pit and nothing… There’s 
nothing to be absorbed in there, bro…! 
Enginer –I agree with sir 66, the pothead already 
has the surfer credentials, he doesn’t need an 
explanative frame to show how assholes they are. 
this is a Kahmn’s wave, is thing of him, really.. it 
must be this smoke of Amsterdam that doesn’t 
render, but a brought a regional one, and this so, 
it’s better than this transgenic over there… 

 
66 –is it part of the preset, Kahmn, to 
consume judgement? 
66 –they think they’re smoking 
something, as if on that which they 
smoke there was any essence, as if that 
was separated from them, as something 
that was never part. They were never 
together, indeed. It’s what happens 
when one destructs the essentialities of 
something and constructs an illusion.  
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66 –there’s no heaven, it’s all 
earth, it’s just a dream. 
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66 –where did this one came from, 
Enginer..? 
Enginer –from the Amazon... 
 

 
66 –The Amazon...the last original of the 
specie...that which they defend so much, and never 
knew why... . 

 
 
God –this is what’s left from the Amazon? 
66 –yes…  
God –can I see? 
66 –yes…you can still see … .the desire’s like this lill pair of leaves, the sprouting. The pleasure’s the 
passage of the flower. 
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God –the flower sprouted 

 
Kahmn –it was made the will of nature 
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66 –This  Sativa is the best one I’ve ever smoked…you know what I 

mean..? is absorptive… 

  Kill –it must have thousands of years… 

 

God –must have been from the dinosaur’s epoch… 

66 –before them…it sprouted together with the earth… it 

was in the clay that did the statue of stone… 
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 66 –Hey, Kill..! 

Kill –what…? 

66 – Dispossess the nature and she’ll dispossess you. 
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There was a possibility: And it was disconfigured. 

 

 

 


